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Introduction

• During radiation therapy, the adventitious 
irradiation of cardiac substructures can lead to a 
variety of cardiac complications including 
pericarditis, myocardial fibrosis, and coronary 
artery disease

• However, cardiac substructures are not routinely 
delineated due to limited image quality of 
treatment planning CTs and time constraints.

• The purpose of the current study was to develop 
an automatic segmentation method for 
performing cardiac substructure dose calculations
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Ecabert et al. (2008) 

• Edge detection

• One-click correction

• A mean surface-to-
surface error of 
0.82 mm 

• Major vessels only



Most Similar Atlas

• Develop some selection 
criteria to select the atlas that 
is “most like” new patient
– Use selection criteria to select 

best fit

• Accounts for differences in 
individual anatomy

• Speed dependent on selection 
criteria

• Accuracy depends on how 
representative the library is of 
population

Selection Criteria



Methods

1) Cardiac structure atlas
• 30 sets of contrast-enhanced diagnostic chest-abdomen-

pelvis (CAP) CTs of adult female patients (age 31 ± 6.5 
years and Body Mass Index 26 ± 5.9 kg/m2) – NIH 
database

• The following structures were manually segmented using 
the Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, CA): the whole heart (WH), the four 
heart chambers (left atrium (LA), right atrium (RA), left 
ventricle (LV), and right ventricle (RV)), and the four 
coronary arteries (left main coronary artery (LMCA), left 
anterior descending artery (LAD), left circumflex artery 
(LCX), and right coronary artery (RCA)).
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Methods

Enhanced CT sets

Obtain DICOM-RT structure of the 

whole heart for a given patient

Landmarks from 

ATLAS

Select most similar atlas with the 

greatest DSC from 30 cardiac atlases

Perform B-spline deformation on the 

selected cardiac structures

Write DICOM-RT structure of the 

resulting cardiac structure

Structures set 

from ATLAS

Library

2) Automatic segmentation method

Linearly scale 30 cardiac atlases to 

match the volume of a given heart



Methods
3) Leave-one-out cross-validation
• One of the 30 atlases was used as a test case (true contours) and the 

remaining 29 atlases were used as the set of atlases from which the most 
similar atlas is selected.

• The accuracy of the automatic segmentation method was then quantified 
by calculating DSC or Average Surface Distance (ASD), the average of all 
distances between the surfaces of two objects.
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Methods
4) Dosimetric performance for simulated breast 
cancer treatment
• Using the Eclipse system, typical tangential fields (lateral + 

medial) treatment plans were created by a clinical medical 
physicist using 6 MV, 16 MV, or combination of the two 
photon energies



Methods
5) Sensitivity analysis
(1) the number of heart atlases employed in the algorithm: 1, 5, 
10, 15, or 20 atlases

(2) the use of manually-defined guide points on the performance 
of our automatic segmentation method



Results

1) Automatic 
segmentation of 
cardiac structures



Results

2) Geometric performance



Results

3) Dosimetric performance
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Results

4) Sensitivity analysis – number of atlas



Results

5) Sensitivity analysis – guide point-based selection



Discussion

• Instead of relying on a time-consuming manual 
contouring method previously reported, the auto-
delineation method developed in the current study 
will save significant amount of time and provide with 
consistent and accurate contours.

• Applicable for different types of cancers such as 
Wilms tumor, Hodgkin’s lymphoma, lung cancer, and 
breast cancer

• Useful for its application to an existing retrospective 
cohort with coronary outcomes to determine an 
improved radiation risk threshold



Discussion - limitations

• The WH segmentation is provided as a starting point.
• Our segmentation process fully relies on the 

accuracy of the given WH contour.
• We tested the performance of our algorithm only for 

breast cancer radiotherapy in the current study.
• We used diagnostic CT images for simulating breast 

cancer radiotherapy. 



Future Study

Radiotherapy Comparative Effectiveness 
(RADCOMP) randomized trial 



Conclusions

1. We have developed an efficient method of 
delineating heart structures

2. We are able to get heart structures contours.

3. We are able to get heart structures doses for 
epidemiologic studies.
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